2017 No. 571

TOWN AND COUNTRY PLANNING

The Town and Country Planning (Environmental Impact Assessment) Regulations 2017


CORRECTION

Page 60, regulation 73(1), line two: “…paragraph (2).” should read “…paragraphs (2) to (4).”;

Page 61, regulation 74: the existing paragraph (3), beginning “““EIA Application”…”, should be unnumbered and indented as part of paragraph (2);

Page 61, regulation 74(2), in the now unnumbered substituted definition of “““EIA Application”, “EIA development”, “environmental information” and “environmental statement””, line three: “…Regulation 2017;”;” should read “…Regulation 2017;.”;

Page 61, regulation 74: paragraphs (4) to (8) should be renumbered as paragraphs (3) to (7) respectively; and

Page 61, regulation 74, in the existing paragraph (5)(c) which is now renumbered as paragraph (4)(c): “in paragraph (2),…” should read “in paragraph (4),…”.
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